The entanglements of 1319 2-periodic coordination polymers are examined and fully classified using the extended ring nets (ERNs) approach. The ERNs characterize the entanglement to the greatest detail ever achieved: all possible classes/types/modes of entanglements observed and reported in the literature so far result in 216 ERN topologically distinct modes of entanglements with 74% of all the structures falling into only 21 of them. We also introduce the notion of entanglement isomerism to designate the coordination polymers that have the same chemical composition, local and overall topology, but differ by their catenation patterns as mapped into their ERNs.
Introduction
The importance of catenation in chemistry has a long history as shown in a recent tutorial review entitled "Knot theory in modern chemistry" where one paragraph (4.1) is dedicated to the more recent findings in coordination and supramolecular networks. 1 The entanglement of coordination polymers has been a phenomenon described in great detail since the seminal work of Batten & Robson in 1998, using a heuristic approach based on visual analysis, then extended by some of us in 2003 to include all possible achievable entanglements of periodic nets of any dimension (some of which were observed in later years). [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Since 2004, we have developed some computational tools (now implemented in the program package ToposPro) that allowed us to classify the entanglements in a more quantitative way, see e.g. interpenetration of 3-periodic coordination networks, interpenetration of supramolecular networks based on hydrogen bonds, introducing classes of interpenetration that helped the analysis and description of complex structures. [7] [8] [9] [10] But the true topological description of entanglement should be free of crystallographic symmetry relationships which may be affected by non-topological factors such as molecular geometries, the presence and placement of guest species, etc. This was achieved by introducing the Hopf ring net, a topological method for classification of entanglements that extracts the pattern of catenation mapping the Hopf-links (the simplest two-ring link). 11 With this approach, it is now possible to prove when two or more entanglements of the same underlying nets are topologically equivalent, i.e. they can be superimposed by distorting them without ripping or gluing any edges. 12 Other recent works analyze the entanglement searching for group-theoretical relations searching for the maximum symmetry embedding with the help of Hopf ring nets. 13, 14 In this paper, we apply this topological analysis to examine 2-periodic entanglements that we have recently reviewed, update the results, and show that most of the structures fall into a few patterns. 15 All the results are also collected in the ToposPro electronic databases that will allow future researchers to easily compare their findings and classify their motif as known or new; furthermore, analysis of the chemical composition vs. entanglement will help in the design of new structures with special properties. 7, 16, 17 Preliminary results of this work, presented at a meeting, helped a recent analysis of 2-fold interpenetrated coordination networks of pto topology that suggests a simple enumeration scheme for generating MOF entanglements via two-dimensional surfaces. 18, 19 2. Experimental
Topological descriptors of entangled coordination networks
In our review on single 2-periodic coordination polymers, we announced an idea of developing an expert system that could be able to predict the overall topology of the polymers resting upon correlations between various chemical, geometrical, and topological descriptors. 17 The correlations compose the knowledge database of the expert system; this database should be created in an automatic way by checking for significant combinations of the descriptors. The key task is to define as many robust descriptors as possible.
In ref. 17 , we looked for correlations between chemical composition (metal complexing center and molecular ligands), local topological descriptors (coordination number of metal atoms and coordination modes of ligands) and overall topology of the same polymeric group.
Here, we extend the list of descriptors to create a knowledge database for ensembles of entangled coordination polymers. We use four descriptors, which were proposed earlier: (i) entanglement type (interpenetration, inclined or parallel polycatenation, Borromean or Brunnian entanglement); (ii) Fig. 1 Two examples of full characterization of entanglement for inclined polycatenation of sql (top) and hcb (bottom) nets. On the left, one layer of the coordination polymer is illustrated with the underlying net in red and the fused ring net in green. Two adjacent rings that share a common edge are colour filled (light cyan and red). The pattern of catenation is illustrated in the second column, with one Hopf link highlighted and with the corresponding HRN in black (here a linear chain 2C1). The last two columns show the extended ring net that results from merging FRN + HRN. Shown at the bottom right is a (frequent) example of a net with overlapping edges: the apparent coordination number of the node is 6, but because the blue and red arrows overlap, the actual coordination number of the node is 6 + 2 = 8.
number of entangled nets in the interpenetrated array (Z); (iii) degree of catenation (Doc) for inclined or parallel polycatenation, implying evaluation of the number of links (Hopf or multilink) a particular ring of one net forms with rings of other nets in the array; (iv) index of separation (Is) of 2D motifs in the case of parallel polycatenation, that is, the number of motifs which have to be removed to disjoin the array into two separate parts. 4 We also take into account if the entangled nets have 2-loops, that is, rings in which all nodes, but two, have a coordination number of 2. In addition to these four descriptors, we introduce new ones derived from the so-called Hopf ring net (HRN), a tool proposed recently to classify in detail the entanglements in coordination polymers. 11 The method of topological analysis based on the HRN concept is described below.
The method for classification of entanglements with extended ring nets
The idea of detailed classification of entanglements consists of representing each ring in the initial net by its centroid (geometrical center) and constructing the so-called extended ring net (ERN). The nodes of this net correspond to the ring centroids, while the edges connect the nodes if the corresponding rings are adjacent to each other in the initial net. There are two kinds of such adjacency: the rings can have common edges in the initial net (fused rings), or they can catenate each other (catenated rings, Fig. 1 ). Accordingly, there are two kinds of edges in the extended ring net (ERN) corresponding to pairs of fused and catenated rings. With these edges, the extended ring net can be split into two subnets: the fused ring net (FRN) and the Hopf ring net (HRN), each of which contains only one kind of edge (Fig. 1) . 11, 20 The former net (FRN) reflects the topology of the initial net or a set of nets if the crystal structure contains several separated groups; the latter one (HRN) characterizes the topology of the entanglement. Thus, the HRN can be treated as the net of catenated rings characterizing the method of interweaving the rings. The name 'Hopf' means that the net is supported only by 2-ring links with the simplest 2-ring 2-crossing link called the Hopf link. 1, 11, 15 More crossing 2-ring links are included, such as the 4-crossing Solomon links. This feature limits the types of entanglements that can be expressed only in terms of pairwise links; more complicated links, for example, Borromean or Brunnian, require another approach. 21 It should be noted, however, that such complicated links are very rare in coordination polymers. 15 The extended ring net ERN is a very powerful tool to explore and classify the topology of entangled ensembles of coordination polymers. In particular, the periodicity n of the extended ring net coincides with the periodicity of the whole ensemble, while the periodicity m i of an ith connected constituent of the fused ring net characterizes the periodicity of an ith polymeric group in the ensemble. Obviously, m i ≤ n; there are two possible cases: (i) all m i = n and (ii) at least one m i < n corresponding to interpenetration and polycatenation phenomena, respectively. 4, 6, 17 The topology of the ring nets can be determined in the same way as that for underlying nets of crystal structures, 22 however, one should take into account that ring nets can have collisions if the centroids of different rings coincide with each other (Fig. 1) ; if such rings are in addition symmetryequivalent, then the ring net has a lower symmetry compared to the initial net. Once the topology of the HRN is determined, the overall catenation motif can be referred to a particular topological type that is independent of the ring size and the topology of the initial net, so it may occur that different entanglements of different nets present the same HRN. 11 The information about the nature of the net that gives the entanglement is stored in the topology of the ERN. In the present analysis, we observed that the ERN characterizes the entanglement to the greatest detail ever achieved: all possible classes/types/modes of entanglements observed and reported in the literature (see in particular the work of Batten & Robson 3, 23 ) are classified in separated sets, resulting in a total of 216 ERN topologically distinct modes of entanglements (see below) from 114 HRNs.
We have implemented the method of topological analysis of entanglements with ERN/HRNs into the program package ToposPro (http://www.topospro.com). 7 ToposPro performs the topological analysis in an automatic way through the stages of recognizing interatomic bonds in the coordination polymer, separating all rings, determining the ring catenation, constructing the Hopf, fused, and extended ring nets, and assigning to each net its topological types.
Objects
We applied the method described above to entangled 2-periodic coordination polymers, which we have recently collected and overviewed. 15 We have updated the sample with the structures published in the last 5.37 release of the Cambridge 3. Results and discussion
Topological classification of 2-periodic coordination networks
We have already explored in detail the topological features of individual entangled networks; 15 the extension of the sample Fig. 3 The twelve observed intrinsically planar 2-periodic 2D nets. The distribution of the networks on 57 types of underlying topologies is very uneven (Fig. 2) , again the two most frequent topological types, sql and hcb, include 85% of the structures. These nets are intrinsically planar (or 2D), i.e. can be embedded into the Euclidean plane without collisions or edge crossings. There are a total of 12 planar nets observed in 1170 structures (89%), illustrated in Fig. 3 , with three new ones: 3,6L40 for KEQCAM, 24 cpa for JUHTIR 25 and cem for XOVXOW. 26 The three most frequent thick layers (representing 76 structures, 6%) are shown in Fig. 4 , and two of them are related to sql and hcb: a double layer of sql called (4,4)Ia and a double layer of hcb called 3,4L88. The remaining 42 nets are 2-periodic but 3D and represent thick layers (observed in 73 structures, 5%). 98 structures belong to the entanglements of layers containing 2-membered loops 15, 27 and in particular three new topologies have been observed: 2,3,4L1 and 2,8L1 in the 2-fold interpenetrated hcb and sql; 2,5L1 in the parallel catenation of sql (see Fig. 5 ).
Topological classification of entanglements in 2-periodic coordination networks
The scheme used in our review 15 can now be updated and extended using the ring net approach. As was shown in part 2.1, analysis of periodicity of the extended ring nets allows the distinction between the two main groups of 2-periodic entangled motifs: the interpenetrated array is described by a 2-periodic ERN, while the polycatenated ensemble produces a 3-periodic ERN. These two groups are almost equal; the latter group is further divided into parallel (PCAT) and inclined (ICAT) catenated motifs depending on the mutual orientation of the catenated networks (Fig. 6) . Also, the distribution of planar and thick layers (89% vs. 11%) is unchanged with respect to our review, as shown in Fig. 6 , with the thick layers predominant in parallel polycatenation. In total, we have found 114 topological types of HRNs, i.e. motifs of catenated rings. Two are dominant as they are observed in 70% of the structures: a 1-periodic simple chain (2C1) with rings catenated with the two adjacent in a row and a 2-periodic square lattice (sql) where rings catenate with four adjacent as illustrated in Fig. 1 and 7 . This should not be surprising because these topological types are the simplest possible extension of periodicity for links: from the isolated two-component Hopf link, we get infinite chains (1-periodic 2C1 HRN) adding more components along one direction or a chain mail (2-periodic sql HRN) adding components along two directions. Both HRNs occur in all groups of entanglements (Fig. 7) , though 2C1 is rare for parallel polycatenation.
Many other HRNs are specific for a particular group, like the third most frequent HRN, the 2-periodic 8,10L1 type, which is realized only for 2-fold interpenetrating networks; 71 of them have sql or hcb topology and contain 2-loops, with the only exception of Ag 4 ĲCN) 4 ĳ1,4-bisĲ1-imidazolylmethyl)benzene] 2 (PEVBEY). 28 Also, the fourth most frequent HRN, the 3-periodic 4,6T130 type, was found only in parallel polycatenation with 35 of 37 having the "double square" (4,4)Ia topology. HRNs can have any periodicity, but zero-periodic (finite) ensembles of catenated rings are very rare; we have revealed only 4 such cases: two for 2-fold interpenetration and two in parallel polycatenation (see the ESI † for all the references). A 3-periodic catenated ring motif could exist only in the In Fig. 10 (left part), we collect descriptors for the most frequent 21 catenation patterns, namely the 21 ERNs, observed at least in 10 structures: they explain the entanglements for 953 structures. In other words, 74% of the entangled arrays fall into 21 patterns, which are only 10% of the 216 observed. Obviously, the four underlying nets (layer topologies sql, hcb, (4,4)Ia, and 3,4L88) and the seven patterns of catenation (HRNs) listed in the table are the most frequent ones (compared with those in Fig. 2 and 7) . The distribution of ERNs over types of entanglements (interpenetration INT, inclined polycatenation ICAT and parallel polycatenation PCAT) is shown in the right part of Fig. 10 . From the plot, it can be seen that for every type of entanglement only a few catenation patterns are characteristic. The major part, 82%, of the interpenetrated layers fall into ten patterns 36 and MOVSEW. 37 One new case of inclined polycatenation with more than two crossing sets of parallel layers has been found for the sql in FARJEP 38 with doc 2/3/3. Parallel polycatenation shows 60 ERNs with half of the structures (121/243) having the simplest possible polycatenation for undulated sql and (4,4)Ia (double sql) illustrated in Fig. 11 . Some patterns of inclined polycatenation have been analyzed by O'Keeffe and coworkers 13 and named in the RCSR 22 (see Table S1 †). 
Entanglement isomerism and polymorphism
Discrimination of catenation motifs within the HRN & ERN concept allows one to predict the existence of new types of coordination isomerism. The IUPAC rules embrace many types of isomerism of coordination compounds but all of them take into account only the local topology of the complex group (it concerns, for example, the cis/trans-isomerism). If one considers the overall topology of the coordination network, the term network isomerism can be introduced, when two coordination polymers have the same chemical composition and methods of connecting metal atoms and ligands, i.e. the same local topology, but their overall topologies are different (cf. ref. [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] , where the term supramolecular isomerism was used). Similarly, we introduce the notion of entanglement isomerism to designate the coordination polymers that have the same chemical composition, local and overall topology, but differ by their catenation patterns, i.e. by their HRNs and/or ERNs. Out of our sample of 1319 entangled structures, 416 have analogs with the same ligand composition; in total, there are 145 combinations of ligands, and they form 295 unique metal-ligand combinations. Expectedly, almost all these structures present clathrates (supramolecular systems) with different guest molecules and/or ions. Among them, we have detected 10 isomeric pairs of entangled networks that can be considered as entanglement isomers. These 20 network arrays are realized in 32 crystal structures, which contain different guest species. Below, we consider the entanglement isomers grouped in accordance with their entanglement modes.
Interpenetration-inclined polycatenation. There are three isomeric interpenetrating and inclined polycatenated compounds. In [Co II 2 Ĳabp) 3 ĲNO 3 ) 2 ] (abp = trans-4,4′-azobisĲpyridine)), the coordination networks have the underlying hcb topology and the mode of entanglement is solventdependent (Fig. 12) . 47 (EFAFUN, YOMKUH) . 51, 52 The origin of the guestdependent entanglement isomerism is the flexibility of the abp and bpp ligands, which allows the networks to adopt the undulating or planar conformation depending on the guest species, which leads to interpenetration or inclined polycatenation, respectively. Similarly, the solvent, as well as the temperature of solvothermal synthesis, determines the mode of entanglement for the [Zn 2 Ĳpdedp)Ĳsdb) 2 ] networks (pdedp = 4,4′-(1,4-phenylenediethene-2,1-diyl)dipyridine, H 2 sdb = sulfonyldibenzoic acid) of the sql topology. 53 The rigid geometry of the pdedp ligands and 2-loop pairs of sdb ligands provides a planar conformation of the network. However, the presence of in-plain rectangular rings and 2-loops orthogonal to these rings gives choice for catenation of two types: with and without threading of 2-loops (Fig. 13) . Threading of 2-loops by pdedp links predetermines the in-plane interpenetration of two 2-periodic networks (HOFQAW, HOFPUP) 53 and complex catenation of rings (8, , while catenation without participation of 2-loops gives a rather simple (2-c HRN) d/d inclined polycatenation mode of entanglement (HOFQIE). 53 Due to its large porosity (up to 34%), the 2-fold interpenetrating arrays [Zn 2 Ĳpdedp)Ĳsdb) 2 ]·G (HOFQAW, HOFPUP) allow solvent-induced flexibility of the entangled system. 53 Therefore, the two 2-fold interpenetrating structures (HOFQAW and HOFPUP) with different solvent guests were called 'distortional supramolecular isomers of polyrotaxane coordination polymers'. In our approach, the network arrays, which can be transformed to each other without breaking bonds, are not entanglement isomers, instead we can call them entanglement conformers. Thus, in our approach, HOFQAW and HOFPUP are two different conformers of the same entanglement isomer (Fig. 13) , which is described by the 16,27,27-c ERN.
Interpenetration-parallel polycatenation. There are two pairs of isomeric compounds, which show interpenetration and parallel polycatenation of networks with sql topology: [CoĲaip)Ĳbix)]·nH 2 O (H 2 aip = 5-aminoisophthalic acid, bix = 1,1′-(1,4-phenylenebisĲmethylene))bisĲ1H-imidazole), n = 0 or 1; XAXCEG, YULWEJ) 54, 55 and [ZnĲglut)Ĳbix)]·2H 2 O (H 2 glu = glutaric acid; GINTAA, GINTAA01). 56, 57 The four structures were published in different papers so the authors did not described the key structural features, which differentiate the interpenetrating and polycatenated arrays. Thus, the flexibility of the bix ligand allows different degrees of undulation of the networks, so the thickness of the [CoĲaip)Ĳbix)] networks is 17.8 Å in the interpenetrated XAXCEG and 24.8 Å in the polycatenated YULWEJ. ‡ For the pair of [ZnĲglut)Ĳbix)] networks (GINTAA, GINTAA01), the thickness of interpenetrating and polycatenated arrays is 15.0 Å (GINTAA) and 18.6 Å (GINTAA01), respectively. Obviously, the higher undulation results in a parallel polycatenation mode (Fig. 14) . The entangled arrays also differ by their degree of ring catenation: in the interpenetrating array, each ring is catenated by two other rings (2-c HRN), while for highly undulated layers of the polycatenated array, the catenation is higher (four rings, 4-c HRN). It should be noted that the [ZnĲglut)Ĳbix)]·2H 2 O complexes present a rare example of entanglement polymorphism of coordination polymers, which has not been described by the authors. 56, 57 In contrast to entanglement isomerism, this kind of polymorphism relates to substances, not molecules or complex groups. 40, 44 Such polymorphic crystalline forms have the same composition and set of structural groups including guest molecules, but differ by entanglement type. Parallel polycatenation-inclined polycatenation. There is only one example of such isomerism, which is realized for polycatenated sql networks in [ZnĲbimb)Ĳsdb)]·nH 2 O (bimb = 1,2-bisĲ1H-imidazol-1-ylmethyl)benzene, sdb = 4,4′-sulfonyldibenzoic acid, n = 0 or 0.5) (KOLPAD, KOLPEH), 58 which are shown in Fig. 15 . Their synthesis was controlled by tem- 60, 61 The long bent geometry of bridging ImBNN ligands predetermines the undulated geometry of layers that leads to interpenetration. However, the intercalation of aromatic molecules reduces the degree of interpenetration from three to two without altering the network topology and catenation mode of rings. In the last example, the 3-fold interpenetrating isomeric arrays of [ZnĲbpdc)Ĳdpipa)] (dpipa = diĲpyridin-4-yl)isophthalamide, H 2 bpdc = biphenyl-4,4′-dicarboxylic acid) (XILSAO, XILSAO01), the sql-type networks are also highly undulated (Fig. 17) . 44 A decrease of temperature of hydrothermal synthesis leads to an increase of the undulation degree of layers, but the degree of interpenetration remains the same. The authors described the substances as "framework isomers", while the difference concerns only the type of entanglement, not the network topology. These entanglement isomers have the same catenation mode of rings (the same HRN of the sql topology). However, such isomers can be easily distinguished with ERNs, which are both 
Concluding remarks
We have applied a novel method of classification of entanglements in coordination polymers with ring nets. This method allowed us to discriminate and classify catenation patterns in all known 2-periodic coordination networks. A new type of isomerism, entanglement isomerism, can be introduced which is used for coordination polymers to be distinguished by their Hopf and extended ring nets. Parameters of the Hopf and extended ring nets extend the list of topological descriptors of interweaved architectures and can be used to find correlations with other chemical, geometrical and topological descriptors as well as to create a knowledge database for predicting possible catenation motifs. The power of this approach is reflected in the last Scheme 3 that summarizes the results: 3/4 of the 1319 observed entangled arrays fall into only 21 few well-known patterns which are only 10% of all ERNs observed: like an Ockham's razor, nature prefers few more probable patterns, but we provide a tool to distinguish all the more subtle ones. 
